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Abstract 

During a five-year period the authors taught over 100 students in a graduate course (The Nature of Science) 
counting toward teacher certification at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Despite the fact that students 
had undergraduate degrees in the sciences, most of them found the application of models in science challenging 
and the epistemological consequences unsettling. Moreover, students found it especially difficult to use a model 
to correctly generate predictions, which was starkly illustrated with the application of Archimedes’ principle 
during our unit on floating and sinking. We examine the deceptive belief that student success with algorithms 
and word problems leads to conceptual understanding as well as the conceptual change necessary to understand 
the relationship between evidence and inference as explored in the nature of science course. Considering the 
apparently strong science backgrounds of our students, we doubt that typical pre-college students can achieve the 
goals described in the National Science Education Standards in the short time typically allotted for their science 
studies. We explore the issues students face in “understanding” science as well as the impact of science 
education on students and teachers, and implications for policy makers and pre-service programs.  

Keywords: science education, scientific literacy, science teachers, science instruction, nature of science, 
conceptual change 

1. Introduction 

Over the course of five years the authors taught a one-semester course entitled, “The Nature of Science” to over 
a hundred students at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Our students were mostly candidates in a 
one-year masters degree program that also provided teaching certificates in secondary-school science. Early on 
we recognized, as other researchers have observed across cultures and contexts, that largely because of prior 
training, students don’t understand the nature of models in science, or conflate Nature’s behavior with the 
models (or theories) created by scientists to describe and predict the way Nature behaves (Brown & Clement, 
1989; Coll, France, & Taylor, 2005; Gericke, Hagberg, & Jorde, 2013; Gilbert, Pietrocola, Zylbersztain, & 
Franco, 2000; Grosslight, Unger, Jay, & Smith 1991; Philippi, 2010; Treagust, Chittleborough, & Mamiala, 
2002). Some conflation is inevitable, but nonetheless, to understand science one must clearly distinguish 
between evidence (Nature’s behavior) and inference (our models of Nature’s behavior). We also learned that 
while our students were skilled in using certain algorithms they had difficulty applying the models that underlie 
the algorithms, a discovery well documented by many researchers (i.e., students could be quite skilled at solving 
problems involving an algorithm without understanding the conceptual nature of the problem) (Arons, 1990; 
Hestenes, 1998; Loverude, Kautz, & Heron 2003; Kim & Pak, 2002; McDermott & Redish, 1999; Schwartz & 
Sadler, 2007; Doucerain & Schwartz 2010). (Note 1) 

In response to these two observations, our goal was to overcome student difficulties by emphasizing (1) the 
distinction between evidence and inference, and (2) the importance of models in science. Both goals fall within a 
broader topic, the nature of science (“NOS” hereafter), which has been the central focus of science education 
since the beginning of the 20th century (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000). However, as important as these 
goals may be to science education, meeting this challenge has not been easy (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 
2000). Thus, our objective was to create a curriculum that would address both goals through a process that 
promoted conceptual change– a theoretical framework advanced and used by numerous authors (Chi & Roscoe, 
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2002; Chinn & Brewer, 1993; diSessa, 2006; Limon, 2001; Posner et al., 1985; Strike & Poster, 1992; Scott, 
Asoko, & Leach, 2007; Taber, 2009; Turcotte, 2012; Tyson et al., 1997; Vosniadou, Baltas, & Vamvakoussi, 
2007; Vosniadou, 2008).  

Although success with this approach has been inconsistent (Chinn & Brewer, 1993; 1998; Howe, Devine, & 
Tavares, 2013; Vosniadou et al., 2007), we believed we had the ideal context to address the concerns of these 
authors and to support conceptual change. Our students had outstanding undergraduate records. They had earned 
bachelor degrees in biology, chemistry, engineering, general science, or physics from prestigious post secondary 
institutions. Given their backgrounds and their expressed desire to improve science instruction, we anticipated 
that once our students recognized that their skill with algorithms masked their inability to use models to solve 
conceptual problems, this revelation would disturb and motivate them to advance their understanding.  

Our curriculum was built upon the presentation of several anomalous (or counter-intuitive) events (Limón, 2001) 
to expose the gap between their expertise with algorithms (such as density = mass/volume) and their murkier 
understanding of the concepts summarized in such equations. As we had assumed, our students were disturbed 
by their incomplete understanding, and most were highly motivated to resolve their questions through 
experimenting. However, to our surprise, their interest was often short-lived; many became frustrated with their 
inability to quickly close the algorithm-conceptual gap. For some of our students, their anxiety with this 
experience altered their goals about wanting to understand science.  

Our students’ struggles appeared during a unit on floating and sinking (“F&S” hereafter), a topic we chose 
because of its popularity in many K-12 curricula. This article explores the nature of our pre-service students’ 
difficulty in understanding the conceptual framework that underlies the algorithms they learned in school, but 
more importantly, we discuss the daunting challenge that students and teachers are facing in meeting national 
science standards, first summarized by the National Research Council (1996) and more recently revised in the 
national framework for K-12 Science Education (National Research Council, 2012). Our ultimate goal was to 
help students understand NOS so that they could confront conceptual change in their learning process as well as 
their student’s. 

2. Literature Review 

From the beginning we assumed that if science teachers did not understand the distinction between evidence and 
inference they were missing a fundamental aspect of science (almost its definition), and as a consequence would 
be ill prepared to teach science effectively. Our attempt to clarify this distinction was based upon a long and rich 
history of education research on promoting conceptual change, beginning with Kuhn’s (1962) exploration of 
conceptual change among professional scientists, to Posner, Strike, Hewson and Gertzog’s (1982) framework to 
support conceptual change in students, to decades of research in defining, understanding and promoting 
conceptual change summarized in the International Handbook of Conceptual Change (Vosniadou, 2008) and 
soon to be released second edition in 2013. 

The nature of conceptual change as observed in professional scientists and learners share some superficial 
features, most generally in the transition from one conceptual framework to another to better explain natural 
phenomena. For professional scientists this process can be challenging especially when allegiance to one 
conceptual framework (or model) may have been developed over a career or lifetime. Any change in an original 
model, if deemed necessary, can require enormous energy in order to reevaluate existing data, interpret new data, 
or direct or re-direct attention to other aspects of the phenomenon being studied. This last point is a central 
concern in Kuhn’s (1962) original work, and described in detail in Le Grand’s (1988) analysis of why the 
Continental Drift theory was so contentious for so long. 

However, conceptual change as addressed here concerns the experiences of learners, where educators and 
curricula focus on how to help students move closer to the models scientists are currently using (Taber, 2009). In 
this context educators find that students often enter the conversation with pre-existing ideas about the world, and 
thus the role of science education is to bring student ideas more in line with accepted scientific models. This has 
not been a trivial task and has occupied much of the literature since the early 70’s (Taper, 2009). In the early 80’s 
Posner and his colleagues (1982) introduced a set of preconditions for supporting conceptual change in learners 
that has remained an important framework in educational research (Scott et al., 2007; Vosniadou, 2008). The 
framework highlights four pre-conditions, of which the first three have been of much interest to educators: 

1. Students must note that their present view is not working and that some action is necessary (e.g., reorganize, 
restructure or change existing ideas). 

2. Students must understand alternative views offered as substitutes for existing ideas. 
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3. The alternative view must appear reasonable. 

4. The alternative view should offer a promising framework for addressing new questions.  

These steps summarize in part an even older history within the cognitive sciences concerning the nature of 
learning. At the heart of the first precondition is Piaget’s foundational idea of disequilibrium– the tension 
individuals face when trying to adapt their current resources (i.e., skills) to novel situations or to the demands of 
new problems. Piaget viewed disequilibrium as an important state leading to new and potentially more powerful 
equilibrium states through a process of auto-regulation (Piaget, 1964; 1985). In science, disequilibrium, or more 
generally, cognitive conflict, is foundational to how models change once the weight of evidence casts doubts on 
less robust models. Even though this process can be contentious (Kuhn, 1962; Le Grand, 1988), cognitive 
conflict among scientists tends to maintain the pressure on finding better models of nature (Dunbar, 1995). 

Generating disequilibrium or cognitive conflict for students is a different matter as students are not necessarily 
aware of any conflict between their ideas and those of scientists. As a result educational researchers have looked 
for ways to provoke cognitive conflict in lessons to challenge students to re-examine their ideas (Champagne, 
Gunstone, & Klopfer, 1985; diSessa, 2006; Lee & Byun, 2012; Limon, 2001; Vosniadou; 2008). While the desire 
to resolve a problem creates the opportunity to improve one’s understanding of nature, educators continue to face 
the daunting challenge of designing curricula to support conceptual change. Over the last three decades many 
authors have focused on formalizing and adapting the process to classrooms (Cosgrove & Osborne, 1985; Howe 
et al., 2013; Ivarsson, Schoultz, & Saljo, 2002; Lee & Byun, 2012; Nussbaum & Novick, 1982; Turcott, 2012; 
Vosniadou, 2008). Other researchers have focused on other areas such asthe importance of the student’s prior 
conceptions(Driver et al., 1985; Sadler, 1992; diSessa, 2008),the value in creating experiences that generate 
cognitive conflict in classrooms (Lee & Byun, 2012;Vosniadou, 2007) or the challenges students face in 
re-organizing their views in light of the dissonance they experience in lessons designed to create cognitive 
conflict (Chi & Roscoe, 2002; Chin & Brewer, 1993, 1998; Lee & Byun, 2012; Howe et al., 2013). 

Researchers continue to explore how the process unfolds (Suping, 2003; Vosniadou et al., 2007; Vosniadou, 2008) 
and the approaches or strategies useful to support the process (Chinn & Brewer, 1998; Hewson & Hewson, 1984; 
Howe et al, 2013; Vosniadou, 2008; Durmus & Bayraktar, 2010). Sometimes refereed to as the classic 
framework (Vosniadou, 2008), Posner and colleague’s (1982) original framework remains a centerpiece of 
discussion as researchers continue to search for mechanisms that support and promote conceptual change in 
students. Limón (2001) noted that: “Three kinds of instructional strategies can summarize many of the 
instructional efforts made to promote conceptual change: (a) the induction of cognitive conflict through 
anomalous or unanticipated data; (b) the use of analogies to guide students’ change; and (c) cooperative and 
shared learning to promote collective discussion of ideas” (p. 358). Howe, Devine and Tavares (2013) 
summarized three potential issues with the classic framework when researchers reported limited success with an 
intervention: “(a) experiments often fail to generate the requisite data; (b) Posner et al.’s (1982) [first] three 
conditions may be necessary, but they are insufficient; and, (c) cognitive limitations eclipse the significance of 
experimental evidence” (p. 865). The last point has been a central focus in the cognitive sciences to understand 
cognitive limitations from a developmental point of view and to explain the movement from disequilibrium to 
equilibrium as a dynamic process that evolves as the mind and brain mature (Fischer & Bidell, 2006; Schwartz, 
2009).  

Beyond the observations of Howe and her colleagues (2013), researchers have also raised the concern that 
cognitive conflict as a general classroom strategy overlooks the impact of developmental, motivational, or 
societal pressures that students face (Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle, 1993; Vosniadou, 2007), specifically that any 
lesson designed to generate cognitive conflict might not be meaningful to students (Chinn & Brewer, 1993, 1998; 
Lee & Byun, 2012). To meet these challenges we felt that by creating a strong connection between scientific 
models and the nature of knowledge within the context of teaching and learning (as our students would face in 
their careers as teachers), as well as supporting the metacognitive work necessary to mediate the challenge our 
students faced in our course, we would address the fundamental concerns well summarized more recently by 
Vosniadou (2007). And while Lee and Byun (2012) agree with the concerns raised by Vosniadou and others, they 
found that cognitive conflict remains a valuable strategy for initiating the learning process. We felt that our 
students were developmentally prepared to meet the challenges of our course, motivated to be successful, 
interested in science, and ready to improve their skills on behalf of their future students. 

3. Procedure 

Classes each year averaged around 20 students with roughly equal number of women and men. Our approach 
emphasized Limón’s (2001) first strategy to launch the lesson, and the third to maintain interest and support 
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conceptual change. The general pedagogy was to offer an anomaly or discordant event that captured the students’ 
attention and then provided students the opportunity to question their assumptions. 

Because success with the anomaly approach depends on how well educators consider significant issues such as 
student motivation, epistemological beliefs or social factors (Limón, 2001), we transitioned from the anomaly to 
a longer period of exploration to discuss the underlying conceptual ideas in Archimedes’ principle. Students had 
the time to explore the nature of their motivation, their changing ideas, and the implications for their teaching. 
Our approach with the F&S unit required eight classes of one-and-a-half hours each totaling 12 hours of 
instruction spread over four weeks.  

Our introduction to the unit on F&S was itself an anomaly for students. Each year we began the unit with two 
multiple-choice questionnaires. Each targeted a different kind of knowledge about F&S. Questionnaire I 
(Appendix A; hereafter, QI) had six questions that could be answered by solving for one of the variables in the 
relationship density = mass/volume or by recalling knowledge from eighth grade science (e.g., water has a 
density of 1 gm/cm3). Questionnaire II (Appendix B; hereafter, QII) had ten problems that were conceptual in 
nature. For example, students decided whether a cruise ship could float in a bathtub that was only slightly larger 
than the ship itself. These problems were adapted from conceptual problems found in Thinking Physics 
(Epstein& Hewitt, 1981; Epstein, 2009),also found in various forms in Conceptual Physics (Hewitt, 2011) used 
over the last 30 years through 11 editions in introductory physics courses in secondary and post-secondary 
institutions around the world.  

Our purpose was to demonstrate to students that there was a striking difference between successfully 
manipulating variables in an algorithm associated with density and the ability to address problems that require 
the application of a relatively simple model (in this case Archimedes’ principle) to predict whether objects will 
float or sink. By presenting to students their answers to the first questionnaire we confirmed the high degree to 
which they agreed on each answer. However, class results for the second questionnaire highlighted the large 
range of answers to (and perhaps high degree of confusion about) this new set of questions. This anomaly (i.e., 
the difference in results between the questionnaires) served as an opportunity to stimulate the students to further 
investigate the questions in QII and their understanding of F&S. 

Our challenge was to create questions that students would not judge as too simple, and therefore insignificant, or 
too challenging and therefore beyond their ability to address. The importance of this range, which would allow 
students to be active, focused, and engaged, has been addressed from a variety of theoretical perspectives– the 
Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1978), functional-optimal performance (Fischer & Bidell, 2006), and 
Flow (Csikszentmihalyi & Rathund, 1998). During the first two years that we taught the course, the 
questionnaires evolved in minor ways, mostly to increase the clarity of the questions. During the final three years 
of the course, the questionnaires remained the same, and each year all students verified that they understood the 
intent of each question.  

We capitalized on the tension created by the different levels of agreement of answers on the two questionnaires 
by allowing students to confront the conceptual issues emphasized in QII in open-ended experiments. Under 
further inspection students recognized that the questions also evoked anomalous situations when they realized 
their intuitions about the answers were undependable. For example, students were drawn to Question 9 
(Appendix B) describing a glass filled to the brim with water and ice. In this problem when looking at the glass 
from the side, clumps of ice appear above the water line, and the ice descends down the glass but does not touch 
the bottom. Most of our students felt certain that when the ice melted the water would overflow. They cited 
experiences at restaurants where they observed this phenomenon, and described situations where they observed 
the same effect while enjoying a drink outdoors. The observable fact is that they are wrong. We anticipated that 
this experience would help them appreciate the role that both observations and models play in science. Students 
initially invested approximately two full classes investigating in small self-formed groups the questions that 
interested them with relevant materials we provided (plastic tubs, graduated cylinders, blocks of materials, scales, 
ice, water, etc.). The instructors moved separately from group to group to help students to determine what they 
observed as well as the reliability of their observations.  

During the first year of the project all classes were videotaped for later inspection and discussion between 
authors. The lead author took notes for each class, which helped in exploring in further detail specific events, 
which seemed critical in the students’ experience. (Note 2) 

After students explored answers to questions on QII, the class entered a longer feedback phase. We introduced 
Archimedes’ principle and focused on how this model could be used to predict the results of their observations. 
We also asked students to predict outcomes in new contexts. We emphasized the key role that models play in 
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“making sense” of the world, and noted the limitations of models revealed by deeper probing into Nature’s 
behavior in the F&S context. In follow-on classes we discussed the meaning of the terms that students had used 
to describe their observations (e.g., mass, weight, volume, force, etc.). Along with Archimedes’ principle we 
gave students the time to identify those problems that could be solved with this principle. We then had the 
students return to experimenting to check the solutions obtained using this model. As homework, students wrote 
down their predictions based on the model and compared them with the observations they made during their 
experimenting. For example they would use Archimedes’ principle to scaffold a description of what should 
happen to the level of the water in the pool once the anvil was removed from the canoe and dropped into the pool. 
Keeping their observations from class in mind, they had to construct a narrative with Archimedes’ principle as 
the backbone to their argument. They shared their results during the next class.  

During the third year we taught the course, we introduced and subsequently retained an additional and final form 
of feedback. We concluded the F&S unit with a demonstration representing a new problem that could be 
answered by applying Archimedes’ principle. In front of the class, we balanced a partly filled glass of water on a 
triple-beam balance. (Note 3) We asked the class: If one of us placed his index finger into the water, without 
causing an overflow, would the glass move down, or up, or stay as it is? The problem was posed to the entire 
class, with the students having the opportunity to listen to their peers’ responses. We required students at a 
minimum to predict an outcome and, if they felt comfortable, to also describe their reasoning. 

4. Results 

After students completed QI, we created a histogram showing the number of students who had chosen each 
response; we did not provide the correct answers. Students examined the distribution of responses, and decided 
in each case if there were strong preferences for particular answers. (Table 1 displays the sums of these 
distributions for the last three years in which we taught the course. We did not retain data from the first two 
years.)  

 

Table 1. Questionnaire I: understanding density 

Question No.  A  B  C  D 

1 2 2 52 0 

2 54 0 0 2 

3 49 3 0 4 

4 55 1 0 0 

5 50 3 1 2 

6 7 46 2 1 

Description: These results were collected during the final three years that the authors taught this course. The 
average score for QI during this period was 91%.  

 

Each year students looked at the results, and smiled or gently nodded their heads in a modest affirmation that 
these answers were obvious. There was nothing here that surprised them – the density of water was still 1 
gm/cm3; objects with a density greater than 1 gm/cm3 sank; and students only needed simple algebra to calculate 
a missing variable in an equation like d=m/v. We asked students if the results from QI adequately supported the 
assumption that they understood density and issues concerning F&S. We interpreted their silence (and nods of 
affirmation) to reflect their confidence and comfort with the topic, a conclusion not supported by the later 
notable difference in student reactions to QII. 

We next presented QII to our students. Not only did the problems in QII differ dramatically from those in the 
first, so did the distribution of student answers (Table 2). Students did not need training in statistics to appreciate 
the implications of the wider variation in their answers in QII. (Again the data is here pooled from the last three 
years we taught the course.)  
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Table 2. Questionnaire II: understanding floating and sinking 

Questions  A  B  C  D 

1 9 42 6 x 

2 22 11 4 20 

3 13 36 6 2 

4 2 45 5 5 

5 39 7 11 x 

6 14 32 11 x 

7 9 22 26 x 

8 10 21 26 x 

9 30 9 18 x 

10 16 11 29 x 

Description: The average score on Questionnaire II during the final three years of the course was 49%. An “x” in 
column D signifies that there were only three choices for the answer of the corresponding question. The average 
score if answers were chosen randomly would be approximately 32% 

 

Students recognized the problem raised by the contrasting trends that they observed in the responses to the two 
questionnaires. QII created a problem they could not readily dismiss. They, as a group of future science teachers, 
were confronting a new dilemma – the possibility that there was a significant difference between what aspiring 
science teachers thought they understood about F&S and what they had yet to understand about F&S. Each year 
we used both questionnaires and each year students responded in a similar fashion. They usually studied the 
results from QII in silence. Slowly some expressed their surprise or their concern with this experience. Some 
students speculated on the cause of the contrast. A few would decry QII, claiming that it had trick questions or 
that this questionnaire had little to do with the other. Although denying the “data” appears to be a common 
reaction to anomalous data (Chinn & Brewer, 1998), this reaction was short-lived. Most students began asking 
for the “correct” answers and explanations to QII’s questions. When we responded by inviting students to first 
explain their answers, they again became silent. Many struggled to articulate their reasoning. Even students who 
had answered questions correctly were often unsure why they chose a particular answer.  

We anticipated that students would find the results not only disturbing but also compelling. We hoped that the 
second phase of our teaching approach, confronting the anomaly through experiments and discussion, would not 
only help students see beyond the algorithm-based approach to science, with which they were already successful, 
but also help them appreciate the investment of time necessary to more fully understand models used in science. 
The cornerstone of this understanding would be our students’ success in recognizing the complementary roles of 
Nature and our models of Nature, which should serve as a context for students using models to solve specific 
problems.  

4.1 The Role of Student Experiments 

Not only were our students surprised about the lack of consensus among their peers, they were curious about the 
problems they found in QII. For example, each year students were drawn to question 10 – the canoe in a 
swimming pool (see Appendix B). The canoe contains an iron anvil, which is then removed from the canoe and 
lowered into the pool. Prior to this action, the level of water in the pool is noted. The student’s challenge is to 
predict the level of the water in the pool once the anvil is sitting on the bottom of the pool. Did the water level go 
up, down, or not change?  

Our students initially discussed what they thought and then tried to determine the answer experimentally. 
Initially we provided everything they needed except, of course, the answer (which most felt they needed to 
validate their results). We also invited the students to determine empirically with the same equipment Nature’s 
answers to any of the other questions. Students chose the questions on which they wanted to work and formed 
their own small groups to investigate. The groups were fluid within and between classes. Some students stayed 
focused on one problem for several class periods while other students moved from group to group and question 
to question. In our individual interactions with groups we asked open-ended questions focusing on what they had 
discovered, how they could ascertain to what extent their findings were reliable, and what their findings meant to 
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them. As a result of carrying out their own experiments, students confronted additional issues common to work 
in science such as experimental design, reproducibility of results, and (concomitantly) measurement error. 
Working out these issues required time but students profited in two additional ways: They were learning in a 
context in which these issues were no longer just general concerns in science; and, these issues had become 
relevant factors in the students’ interpretations of their own observations. 

After several class periods devoted to experimenting, we asked students about the answers to each of the 
questions. Students unanimously concluded that there was indeed only one correct answer to each question. 
However, they were still not satisfied. The students now wanted to know why the answers were what they were.  

4.2 The Role of Models 

As we had not initially given students a formal model with which to frame an “explanation” of their observations, 
they found their initial experiments frustrating. We invited students to share their results, their understanding, 
and any confusion they had. Sometimes a group’s experimental results didn’t agree with what other students felt 
they knew. For example, in response to question 9 on QII, one group said that they had all bought drinks at 
McDonalds and claimed to have seen the level of water go down as the ice melted. The answer was so obvious 
that they saw no need to experiment. In other cases the students’ experiments generated new problems. One 
student speaking for his group said, “We can answer questions about density, but we can’t answer questions 
about floating and sinking. It seems that the math isn’t useful.” After this discussion period we introduced 
Archimedes’ principle as a model to “explain” what they had observed: an object that floats in a fluid displaces 
its weight of that fluid, and an object that sinks displaces its volume of that fluid. This principle served as our 
introduction to models.  

We then asked students to revisit the questions in both questionnaires with Archimedes’ principle in mind. Again, 
in small groups, students determined where the principle had the most potential for “explaining” their 
observations. Students had to coordinate variables such as weight (of the object or of the liquid displaced), the 
volume of the same solid or liquid in question, and the state of the object (floating or sunk) into one coherent 
story. Each group started with one of the questions, and attempted to explain the observations they made in terms 
of the principle. Most students struggled with this task and the outcome.  

Despite any success in using Archimedes’ principle, students often pointed out that their explanations did not 
“count” as an answer because: “The model only tells you whether the object will sink or float; it doesn’t deal 
with situations in transition [where the object is in the process of sinking]; and, it [the model] is not process 
oriented, it is outcome oriented.” They were still asking, “Why?” “Why do objects that float displace their 
weight in water? Why did the water level change? Why does the ship float in the bathtub? Why do ships float at 
all? What is holding up the ship?”  

Other students still felt that there was something missing even though they now had an empirical answer for each 
question and a model that enabled them to predict the answer. When we asked them what more they wanted, they 
were uncertain. One student said, “I can predict that every time I sit a bottle on a table it won’t sink into the table, 
but I don’t understand why.” Another student wrote after the activity, “Once again, I feel a need for a right 
answer. An answer key.” Both students were looking for more closure than the models they were using could 
provide.  

For other students the experience was unsettling because they realized that they did not understand their peers’ 
explanations when they attempted to describe their use of Archimedes’ principle to address the questions on QII. 
Some, but not all, students claimed that when their peers explained how they used the principle it sounded like a 
lecture, which they had a difficult time following. In one case, a student stopped half way through his 
explanation of how the principle could be used, and claimed that his answer made sense to him when he wrote it, 
but not at the moment.  

4.3 The Role of the Final Demonstration 

During the last class of the F&S unit we offered our students one final opportunity to apply Archimedes’ 
principle in a new context. We balanced a partly filled glass of water on a triple beam balance and asked students: 
If one of us placed his index finger into the water, without causing an overflow, would the glass move down, or 
up, or stay as it is? We then recorded all student predictions and comments. No student predicted that the glass 
would rise. Roughly half the class claimed that the glass would go down for one of three reasons: “Buoyancy 
was involved [but not sure how],” “Objects in water displace their weight [so the scale would reflect this],” “The 
water supports part of the weight [of the finger].” The rest of the class felt that the glass would not move. When 
reasons were offered, most focused on students’ (apparent) knowledge of forces and buoyancy: “all the weights 
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cancel [each other],” “All the forces are still equal,” “You are exerting an opposite and equal force; therefore, 
nothing will happen [to the glass],” “[The change in] volume increases the buoyant force [as the finger descends 
in the water] which supports the finger,” “You [the person with the finger in the water] are still holding all the 
‘force,’” “You are exerting a force to hold up the finger… unless it was cut off. In this case [the finger is attached 
to your hand and thus] your finger is suspended,” “The finger is still attached [so there should be no change].” 

Even though students had invested nearly six class hours over a span of two weeks thinking about and working 
with Archimedes’ principle, nearly all students reverted to other “knowledge” about forces and buoyancy, which 
was insufficiently developed and consequently unhelpful to them. We encountered such responses each of the 
three years that we ended the F&S unit with this demonstration. Even though we recognized that predicting the 
outcome of this demonstration was hard for the students because the finger was attached to the body and served 
as a “distractor,” we were struck by the fact that of all the responses, only one made reference to Archimedes’ 
principle. Clearly, students still had difficulty seeing and/or using the principle as a tool to interpret their 
observations, a tool that was, moreover, one that could be applied in this and other contexts. 

5. Discussion 

We found that almost all of our students, all of whom had majored in science, did not understand the basic 
structure of science. We witnessed our students’ struggles as they attempted to reconcile their own view of an 
acceptable answer to “why” with a scientists’ view– a scientist’s answer to questions regarding why Nature 
behaves as it does, is simply to note that he/she can only know (i.e., find out) how Nature behaves, never why. 
Students also struggled with the implications of the fact that in our universe, scientific models may be limited in 
their ability to describe and predict Nature’s behavior. Our students reminded us that understanding both the 
NOS and the models used in science is a difficult, often counter-intuitive, challenge. Students often require years 
to successfully use models to solve conceptual problems. Our students were unprepared for this level of 
philosophical and practical engagement with models. We concluded that it is no accident that most science 
programs focus on creating competency with algorithms instead of competency in solving problems using 
models, as required in QII.  

Our students’ experience clearly illustrated the “theory-practice” problem observed by McGoey and Ross (1999) 
who found that their science teacher interns were more interested in the mechanics of teaching (“how to”) 
instead of the theory behind the mechanics (“how come”). As reasonable as this view is for any apprentice, the 
authors, like us, found that supporting a transition in student perspective from “how to” to “how come” was not 
easy or comfortable for the interns. 

The final demonstration helped us to recognize that our students had experienced an educational problem of 
considerable importance – the challenge of transferring ideas to a new problem or context. This issue has been 
explored extensively in the literature on transfer and the role of context (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; 
Carpenter, 2012; Corte, 2012; Fischer, Bullock, Rotenberg, & Raya, 1993; Lave, 1993; McKeough & Lupart, 
1995; Potgieter, Harding, & Engelbrecht, 2008; Rogoff, 1990; Salomon & Perkins, 1989; Willems, 2005). In our 
case students struggled to recognize whether Archimedes’ principle was useful in a new context, and encountered 
difficulty in following their peers’ reasoning as they described how they used the principle. Both situations 
required new levels of understanding, beginning with the need to compare and contrast contexts and 
explanations. Our students also needed to consider the extent to which the context could change before the 
principle lost its explanatory or predictive potential, or explain why the model was no longer useful in the new 
contexts they experienced or imagined. These steps mirror the approach that Brown and Clement (1989) used in 
helping students employ “bridging analogies” to transition from their initial and personal views of the natural 
world to accepted scientific views. Even though our primary goal was to explore the nature of science and 
models, and not necessarily the application of any particular model, we found that much of our work ultimately 
shifted to understanding one model, Archimedes’, and how it applies to various problems in order to help 
students consider the role that models play in scientists’ understanding of Nature.  

After eight class meetings of experimentation and discussion, our students could determine the answers to most 
of the questions on the second questionnaire. The students had wrestled with issues germane to experimenting 
(e.g., experimental design and experimental error), and framed, to some extent, their answers in terms of the 
model we introduced. In discussion sessions towards the end of the unit, students were no longer asking for the 
answers to the questions in QII; they were questioning the usefulness of models. Given that our students began 
their graduate work with less comfort with these issues than we expected, we were ready to accept the progress 
they had made; however, to our surprise, many of our students were unhappy with the outcome of the F&S unit. 
It seems that at best we gave our students “permission” to be curious. The new conceptual tool (i.e., models) that 
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we thought would help them transform curiosity into understanding (i.e., learning that models, created by the 
human mind, could codify and predict Nature’s observed behavior) was for some insufficient or unhelpful. 

Many of our students were looking for a more “compelling” answer; however, they were not sure what form this 
answer should take. Their experience in our class of applying a model to a phenomenon was unlike the “answers” 
they were accustomed to, and they didn’t know what they would do with this upsetting condition when facing 
their own students. Nearly all of our students were also simultaneously beginning internships in local schools, 
and some of them were about to begin units on density. Some were very concerned. Not only did they have 
doubts about their ability to teach in general, they had identified a new handicap. Now they wondered whether 
they understood the topic they were supposed to know well enough to teach it. As McGoey and Ross (1999) 
point out, the student teachers’ “content knowledge is often their major life-saving device” in the classroom (p. 
119). As a consequence, most students were relieved when we concluded the F&S unit even though they 
continued to express concern that this unit had brought up more questions than answers, and some felt less 
certain about the subject than before.  

5.1 “Understanding” Science 

For students who were upset with the F&S unit, we noted two conflicts. First, we had changed the nature of 
science for them. They were beginning to realize that if they really wanted to understand the relationship 
between a model and observations of the natural world, they would have to practice using the model and 
thinking about to which phenomena the model applies, and to which phenomena it does not. Students recognized 
that this task would be difficult and would require time. Second, a commitment by students to meet such a 
challenge appeared to undermine the education that they had already received, an education in which they were 
highly successful and were committed to supporting as teachers. Both observations have important implications 
for their students and our educational system.  

One implication is the degree of commitment required to acquire the skills that allow individuals to use models 
to reliably predict the outcome of observations. This commitment requires time. Science educators must be wary 
of the insidious threat of science activities that require students merely to recognize in a word problem the 
correct algorithm to use, and to correctly manipulate the algorithm’s variables. The literature continues to point 
out this problem even as new teaching techniques are explored (for example, Doucerain & Schwartz, 2010; Kim 
& Pak, 2002), but the single largest threat to addressing this problem is the push to cover more material. The 
situation is largely driven by growing state standards (Schwartz, Sadler, Sonnert & Tai, 2009), which hold 
students and teachers accountable for increasing amounts of content, which in turn reduces the time available to 
develop conceptual understandings. When comparing the impact of depth versus breadth of coverage of science 
in high school science courses, only depth of study is positively and significantly associated with higher marks in 
the same science disciplines in post-secondary institutions (Schwartz et al., 2009; Schwartz & Dawson, 2011). 
Our students were successful at solving word problems and manipulating variables in formulas of these 
enterprises, and yet most floundered with the underlying model from which the algorithm emerged. When 
working with Archimedes’ principle our students were often impatient and unhappy, and, as a result, anxious 
about the impact of the course on their ability to teach science. We observed a number of students each year who 
could not understand why they did not instantly understand how the principle applied to the problems they were 
studying, how it could be used to explain the phenomena of F&S, and how to recognize its limitations. 

Archimedes’ principle sounds straightforward. However, applying a principle widely and successfully is the 
necessary foundation for recognizing how to apply a model in new contexts, distinguishing the limits of its 
applicability, and evaluating the model’s effectiveness in addressing observed phenomena. Anyone who has 
become proficient in any enterprise knows that practice, especially “deliberate practice,” was required to reach 
this degree of competence (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer, 1993). Much of the literature from the cognitive 
sciences confirms this observation (Agung & Schwartz, 2007; Case, 1997; Deslauriers, Schelew, & Wieman, 
2011; Fisher & Bidell, 2006; National Resource Council, 1999; Schwartz, 2009; Siegler, 1998; Yan & Fischer, 
2002).  

Most of our students needed to practice, but struggled to maintain the effort needed to reach proficiency. What 
we were asking of our students conflicted with what they had been practicing for years. We were asking them to 
dismantle the criteria that they had been using for evaluating their understanding (i.e., recalling terms, 
recognizing a principle, and demonstrating algebraic competency with mathematical representations of 
principles). Instead we were asking them to accept a new standard for understanding based upon the ability to 
differentiate between models and observations, and to apply the former to predict the results from the latter. This 
new challenge was too much for most of our students to accept at this point in their careers. 
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In hindsight we understand why our students were relieved to conclude the F&S unit. We were not only 
presenting them with a complex experience but with the uncomfortable realization that they would have to deal 
with the issue of what counts as an understanding (theirs and their students’) in a time frame that required them 
to cover more topics than they had time to teach or even understand themselves.  

The problem many of our students faced in understanding Archimedes’ principle was complicated by a number 
of challenges. They not only needed to maintain the principle as contexts changed, they also needed to manage 
the dissonance created between what counted as an answer for them in the past and the way answers were 
presented during the course. Additionally, integrating observations with relevant models of science, while 
coordinating the epistemological significance for what counted as an answer, was not a trivial task. A number of 
developmental models underscore the mental and emotional challenge of these tasks for students 
(Csikszentmihalyi & Rathunde, 1998; Fischer & Bidell, 2007; Grannot & Parziale, 2002; Fischer, Yan, & Stewart, 
2003). 

Furthermore, given the plethora of topics to teach in one year, most of which involve models far more difficult to 
assimilate than Archimedes’ principle, we recognize the practicality of using algorithms to summarize the 
concepts that typically emerge from scientific models. The formulas used to represent scientific models are 
easier to teach than the implications of models. The problems that require the use of these algorithms are easier 
to grade, and the formulas do not require open discussions about what is expected of the students. From the 
students’ perspective these pedagogical choices require less work on their part and always lead to an 
unambiguous answer (which does not mean that they understand the answer, but that they recognize “the 
answer”).  

One could argue that algorithms provide students the tools they need to obtain compelling predictions about 
natural phenomena. However, in our experience, the students’ focus appeared to be on the algebra instead of on 
the meaning and relationship between the variables in the formula. Teachers and curriculum designers might 
hope that the manipulation of variables in algorithms help students learn to use the model underlying the 
algorithm; unfortunately, we, like Potgieter and his colleagues (2012), encountered little evidence to support this 
assumption during the five years we worked with graduate students who completed science programs across the 
nation. We suspect that the student histories of worksheets and tests focusing on the use of the algorithm underlie 
their belief that the algorithm is uniquely important in science. Such a situation seriously undermines the goals of 
the National Standards or any other standard holding NOS as an important benchmark in achieving an 
understanding of science. The situation also creates significant challenges for teacher certification programs for 
students considering this path later in their career. 

5.2 Policy Implications for the Future 

While our primary goal was to help pre-service science educators develop a richer understanding of NOS, we 
also assumed that this understanding was essential for attaining the goal of effective science instruction. 
Although the causal relationship between these goals may be weak (Lederman, 1992), and the work in meeting 
these goals challenging (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000; Aguirre, Haggerty, & Linder, 1990; Hipkins, 2005), 
we agree with Grosslight and her colleagues’ (1991): “students need more experience using models as 
intellectual tools, more experience with models that provide contrasting conceptual views of phenomena, and 
more discussions of the roles of models in the service of scientific inquiry” (p. 799).  

We doubt that many new science teachers are getting the opportunity to develop a working understanding of 
NOS or how this framework can serve them as educators. Bachkus and Thompson (2006) reported that 
two-thirds of American universities, responding to their national survey on pre-service science education, do not 
offer course work related to NOS. The authors argue that this policy reflects the importance that 
science-education programs place on methodology and content courses, as well as the lack of time in one-year 
pre-service programs.  

Alternative certification programs (some of which offer teacher certification in as little as 3 months) will 
undoubtedly face the same issues with even less success. Fast track programs are currently gaining much 
attention and support by the federal government (Kumashiro, 2010). Programs like “Teach for America” claim 
that by attracting the most talented students to teaching they offer a quicker and thus more attractive option to 
certification. We are certain that our graduate program attracts many of the nation’s best students. However, 
competency in science, as currently measured in secondary and post secondary institutions is unlikely to be 
accompanied by an understanding of the nature of science, and thus the situation risks leaving students in the 
awkward position of teaching science as they learned it (as well as facing the likely situation of not recognizing 
the need to re-construct what it means to understand or teach science).  
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We recommend that teacher education programs addressing the sciences adopt a different framework to support 
the integration of theory and practice as recommended by McGoey and Ross (1999). We recommend formal 
mentorship programs that extend beyond graduation to help new teachers manage the practical issues that will 
arise as they attempt to integrate new ideas into their classroom pedagogy. Such an arrangement would also offer 
researchers classroom contexts to study the interaction between theory and practice. This longer-term approach, 
organized by university pre-service education programs, should support ongoing relationships between new 
instructors, supervising teachers, university instructors/researchers, and school administrators. Of course this 
proposition is more labor intensive than present practice; however, without this collaboration, we expect that any 
new conceptual framework (regarding how to teach) encountered in university courses or the current fast-track 
programs would give way to teaching strategies that are more expedient in the short run, but ineffective in the 
long.  

Furthermore, given the often broad agendas in state and national testing initiatives, we are concerned about the 
role testing will play in impeding student understanding of science, the role of its models, and the implications 
for teaching. We are concerned that the tests and the curricula designed to meet the demand for higher 
performance on exams will convey to both pre-service and experienced teachers, and to their students, that the 
goal of science education is mastering the algorithm. These curricula will offer certain advantages, such as 
offering teachers an easy approach to judge the progress of students, and students a simple means to judge their 
own progress. However, with so much focus on outcomes, the saddest legacy of science education would be if 
we inadvertently produced another generation of students who in large part do not recognize the limitations and 
potential in the models scientists use to describe and predict Nature’s behavior, or have the patience to struggle 
with building such an understanding.  

6. Conclusions 

Our experience with some of the nations’ best pre-service teachers highlighted a number of problems that pose 
important challenges for science education and education in general. The challenge of conceptual change is not 
only relevant to the students’ struggle to understand the models of science (i.e., its products), but also the nature 
of science (i.e., its process). For many of our students, deductions from a model such as Archimedes’ principle 
did not look like an answer. For some of our students the principle did not even appear useful or coherent. 
Additionally, many of our students were unprepared for the mental exercise required to become proficient with 
models and their uses. Both are central goals highlighted in the National Science Education Standards 
(NRC1996) and A Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC, 2012). If the concept of models troubles 
students committed to science education, then we can imagine how the distinction between models and 
observations is lost on the great majority of students who will not pursue science-related careers.  

We were unprepared to address the extent to which science majors were separated from the nature of scientific 
thinking. The more we realized how extensive the gulf was with our students, the more we pushed to close the 
gap with a deeper look at how one principle could serve as a means to explore the epistemology of science. Our 
approach did have a positive but limited impact on developing in some students a richer understanding of models 
and NOS. However, our students were often unhappy with their new perspective because it directly challenged 
the way they had been taught to think about “answers” in science and the implications this would have on their 
teaching as well as their students’ learning. We find that this state of affairs greatly limits the effectiveness of 
current pre-service science education programs and creates an unclear future for how shorter more aggressive 
fast-track certification programs will address this challenge. 

Our students were very successful in an educational system that had reduced complex ideas in science to simple 
representations about the world, and were convinced that they had learned unfailing truths about their world. 
This competence was not sufficient for our students to deal with the conceptual problems that we offered them. 
Of greater concern, from the perspective of the goals of the course, was that the students’ prior experience inside 
and outside the classroom hindered their study of NOS and created new problems which appropriately 
undermined their confidence in their command of the material and their ability to teach it effectively. 

The models students explore in pre-college science courses are too often reduced to facts about the world that 
students must memorize, and that the connection between evidence and inference is insufficiently explored, if 
explored at all. This situation, more than any other, is likely to convince yet another generation of students that 
the goal of science education is accumulating and disseminating facts instead of supporting and nurturing a 
process that generates deeper understandings of their world, and more insidiously, leads to post-secondary 
programs that ignore these realities. 

Our students’ experiences revealed that they needed time to not only re-build their understanding of science, they 
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needed time to evaluate and address the impact of their education in science. In turn they needed to consider the 
implications of a conceptual approach in their teaching. They needed to accommodate the fragility of their own 
understanding at the same time that they were considering how to prepare their students to be successful in a 
context that was antithetical to what we proposed. The structure of current pre-service programs does not seem 
well suited to meet these challenges. Our general view that certification programs should include longer 
mentorship programs is surfacing at a time when current policy seems to be pushing for shorter more expedient 
solutions especially for pre-service teachers (Kumashiro, 2010). 
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Notes 

Note 1. We take the definition of an algorithm to be a mathematical formula that relates a number of variables. 

Note 2. Students signed release forms indicating that the videos were to document the process for later study, 
analysis and publication of our work. The release form is on file and available upon request. 

Note 3. Triple beam balance: A one-pan balance with three separate beams that allow for measuring grams, tens 
of grams or hundreds of grams. Picture at: http://www.physics.smu.edu/~scalise/apparatus/triplebeam/ 

 

Appendices 

Appendix A. Floating and Sinking Questionnaire I 

1. What is the density of water? 

 a) 0 grams per cc 

 b) 1 gram 

 c) 1 gram per cc 

 d) 10 grams per cc 

2. A small solid cube of unknown material has a mass of 10 grams. It has a volume of 4 cc. The material has a 
density of: 

 a) 2.5 grams per cc 

 b) 40 grams per cc 

 c) 25 grams per cc 

 d) .25 grams per cc 

3. If the cube in question 2 were placed in a swimming pool, it would: 

 a) sink 

 b) float 

 c) stabilize somewhere between the surface and the bottom 

 d) be impossible to predict what the cube would do 

4. An unknown material in the shape of a solid cube has a density of 2 grams per cc. The volume of the cube is 
40 cc. Calculate the mass of the cube and choose the correct answer below. 

 a) 80 grams 

 b) 0.5 grams 

 c) 2 grams 

 d) 20 grams 

5. If the cube in question 4 were not soluble in water and were placed in a large tub of water, it would: 

 a) sink 

 b) float 

 c) stabilize somewhere between the surface and the bottom 
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 d) be impossible to predict what the cube would do 

6. An unknown solid material in the shape of a sphere has a volume of 30 cc. The sphere has a mass of 15 grams. 
If the material were not soluble in water and were placed in a large tub of water, it would:  

 a) sink 

 b) float 

 c) stabilize somewhere between the surface and the bottom 

 d) be impossible to predict what the cube would do 

Appendix B. Floating and Sinking Questionnaire II 

1. You have two, identical, large pans completely filled with water. Into one of these pans you place a small solid 
block of pine wood. Into the other pan, you place an identically sized and shaped block, but one of solid 
aluminum. The amount of water displaced (pushed out of the pan) is 

 a) greater for the wood. 

 b) greater for the aluminum. 

 c) the same for both. 

2. The water displaced by the block of wood in Question 1 has a 

 a) weight equal to the block’s weight. 

 b) volume equal to the block’s volume. 
 c) weight and volume equal to the block’s weight and volume. 

 d) weight and volume different from the block’s weight and volume. 

3. The water displaced by the block of aluminum in Question 1 has a 

 a) weight equal to the block’s weight. 

 b) volume equal to the block’s volume. 
 c) weight and volume equal to the block’s weight and volume. 

 d) weight and volume different from the block’s weight and volume. 

4. (The following question is a “thought experiment.”) You have one large pan completely filled with water, with 
a long thin wire attached securely to the bottom of the pan. Without disturbing the water you secure the wire to a 
small hook at the bottom of the same small, solid block of pine wood as in Question 1, insuring that the block of 
wood is completely submerged beneath the surface of the water that remains in the pan. The amount of water 
displaced by the block has a 

 a) weight equal to the block’s weight. 

 b) volume equal to the block’s volume. 
 c) weight and volume equal to the block’s weight and volume. 

 d) weight and volume different from the block’s weight and volume. 

5. Imagine that you attach a very solid rock to the bottom of a spring scale and lower it until the whole rock is 
just beneath the surface of the water. The scale would read  

 a) less than… 

 b) more than… 

 c) the same as… 

…when the rock was above the water (i.e., in the air). 

6. As the rock in the preceding problem is lowered deeper and deeper into the water, the scale will read 

 a) less than… 

 b) the same as…  

 c) more than… 

…the scale reading when the entire rock is just beneath the surface. 

7. Could a cruise ship float in a bathtub if the bathtub were just big enough to hold the entire ship and was filled 
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with water before the ship was placed in it?  

 a) The cruise ship would float. 

 b) The cruise ship would touch bottom. 

 c) It is impossible to tell from the information provided. 

8. A container filled to the brim with water and a similar container filled to the brim with water in which a block 
of wood is floating are each weighed. Which of the following is true, a, b, or c? 

 a) The container with only the water would weigh more. 

 b) The container with the water and the block of wood would weigh more. 

 c) Both containers would weigh the same amount. 

9. A glass of water is brim-full of ice-cold water with ice cubes floating in it. As the ice cubes melt, the water 
level in the glass 

 a) will go down. 

 b) will go up. 

 c) will not change. 

10. A canoe containing an iron weight is floating in a swimming pool. If the weight is thrown overboard into the 
pool, the water level in the pool will 

 a) rise. 

 b) fall. 

 c) not change. 
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